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In 1901 Lenin, then the budding Marxist agitator preparing for the revolution asked what was 

to be done because of “burning questions of our movement.” One hundred and fifteen years 

later we can ask burning questions about what to do with a disintegrating “EUtopia,” with the 

Islamist war surge in Europe, with both “indigenous” and “refugee” Moslems going rampant 

with axes, hatchets, and bombs, but, above all, with political and social elites ignorant on 

how to defeat the attack and how to protect and strengthen what we still (reluctantly) 

continue to recognize as Western civilization and its values. 

Europe is failing to realize that a state of total war with “extremists” exists.  

Europe continues to wallow in babble on how a “faith neutral” struggle against murderers 

motivated by faith is the right choice. 

And Europe refuses to accept that what is needed now is Churchillian language and attitude 

instead of sermons on the “great gains of globalization” (which sent the world spinning in the 

wrong direction long ago.)  

The world watches in disbelief as Germany, under the unwaveringly disastrous Mrs. Merkel, is 

having a terrorist blast of a summer.  

Reeling from bloody attacks, Germans demand a major change in security policies.  Mrs. 

Merkel’s unilateral decision to bring into Europe half of the Third World, and the whole of the 

Fourth, divides the country and sends insecurity to record highs.  

Yet, the good frau has again announced she wants to “integrate” all of her “Merkel Muslims”--

even if she is left standing alone surrounded by surging outrage and rejection of her 

http://www.rieas.gr/
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/29/world/europe/merkel-migrants-germany.html
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incomprehensible fixation with turning her country into a dump and a racial-religious 

battleground. 

While much is being said about what drives the dogged policies of the German chancellor, and 

the question “Is the woman mad?” rises as Germany’s crisis core question, how Mrs. Merkel 

feels when she rises in the morning is only one small, if important, piece of the puzzle.  

The real crux of the matter lies elsewhere: decades of conceptual, ideological, and political 

putrefaction; “progressive” policies pushed by Brussels as part of “EUtopia’s” own civic-and-

citizenship project; and policies that fail to grasp the harsh realities of violence, ethnic and 

religious hatred, and racialist conflict that remain current, increasing, and not at all 

expected to recede in the coming centuries. 

The system of “tolerance” demanded by “EUtopia” dictates that all goals need to be 

“nonaggressive” and “mutually independent.”  

At first glance, such demands could be dismissed as the usual claptrap of “humanist” regulators, 

but this is a fatal mistake: We exist today under the semi-totalitarian demand of accepting the “Other” 

without the slightest criticism or any other opposition to what the regulators have postulated as “proper,” 

“correct,” and, thus, unassailable. 

This grotesque state of affairs has brought us to the point of dissolution. The expectations of 

obedience from the super-state are multiplying by the day: 

1. We must consent to “values” of the most backward countries on earth to being equal to 

those of the European political tradition that took centuries of civilizational 

development of ideas about state, society, and politics. 

2. We must refrain from criticizing and rejecting what pleases the “humanists” and 

“humanitarians” as truth and dogma. 

3. We must remain mum when the “persecuted” cannily exploit Europe’s self-imposed 

blindness to establish themselves at the expense of the hosts. 

4. We must abide by the diktats of the Merkels of the world, and the likes of her, to avoid 

being stigmatized and demonized as “racists,” “bigots,” “fascists,” and chapter 

members of the Ku Klux Klan. 

5. We must surrender to the onslaught of “progress” that is devastating institutions, 

traditions, mores, social strengths, and the essence of rational thinking, and 

6. We must learn to declare allegiance to a pulp society based on arbitrary impositions, 

protection from “micro-aggressions,” and deification of the absolute natural right of the 

“oppressed” to oppress the vast majorities in any society. 

 

 

 

http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/why-has-angela-merkel-staked-her-legacy-on-the-refugees-a-1073705.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2016/07/29/world/europe/merkel-migrants-germany.html
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What is to be done then? 

1. Foremost, we need to stop denigrating what is ours. 

2. We need to stop recognizing the “values” of every tribesman and illiterate mountain 

dweller that arrives uninvited at the doorstep as equal or, even, superior to our own.. 

3. We need to realize that community meetings, “welcome” clubs dedicated to 

“sensitivity” training, “assimilation” classes, and samba “multicultural” street parties 

cannot create and promote a sense of national purpose and unity, let alone the 

determination needed to fight internal wars.  

4. We need to welcome again our “ethno-centrism” and discard the “good manners” of 

recognizing the imaginary contributions to world civilization of all the 

“underprivileged,” who still espouse “values” like female mutilation, female slavery, 

honor killings, mass rape, and child “pleasure” molestation.   

5. We need to roll-back all the counterfeit “eternal truths,” concocted in the unparalleled 

confusion of the 1960s and ‘70s, which cause our present tendency to think like 

drunkards and refuse to deal with reality. 

6. And we need to oppose suppressing the distinctions we have built into our national cultures, which 

“progressive thought” demands we throw into the sea because the Doctrine of “Inclusion” offers no room 

for such relics. 

Mrs. Merkel’s love affair with altering the demography of her country by imposed 

“assimilation” has no rational explanation. Why the good frau insists on hatching crippling 

insecurity and future lethal crises like those unhinging France, Belgium, the Netherlands, and 

the Scandinavian countries remains a mystery. But these Merkelian antics push “EUtopia” 

toward a suicide mission which anybody in his right mind must refuse to join. 

 

The super-statists and our gooey “leaders,” hand-in-hand with “mainstream” media, are in 

permanent denial. Although still busy throwing love and affection at the enemy full time, they 

still find breath to demand “more Europe” and more Third and Fourth World illegal 

immigration.  

 

But the lines separating them from growing European popular majorities have been drawn (see 

Brexit, the first real strategic disaster to befall the ‘cosmopolitans.’)  

 

From now on, there is no free “politically correct” lunch.  

 

From now on, there will be pain and suffering distributed upon those who harangue us every 

day on how they are the sole proprietors of Revelation that we must obey because there is no 

other Truth. 

 

The “EUtopia” carnival is coming to a rapid, blood-sputtered end.  

 

http://www.spectator.co.uk/2016/03/europes-folly-has-made-it-a-civilisation-under-siege/
http://www.spectator.co.uk/2016/07/when-will-our-politicians-accept-the-reality-of-islamic-terrorism/
http://www.spectator.co.uk/2016/07/when-will-our-politicians-accept-the-reality-of-islamic-terrorism/
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It is up to the eternal “bigoted, intolerant, fascistic, backward, racist” citizens to make sure the 

party’s ending does not translate into the end of Europe (although there are those who doubt 

this end can be avoided and for good reason.) 

http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/19185

